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Let AB, A'B' be two thin parallel laminae of the same thickness dt. Let p be the density of the cone. With the same vertex 0 describe an elementary cone cutting the laminse in QR, Q'R. The attractions of QR} Q'R' at 0 are to each other as their masses divided by the squares of the distances. Since the thicknesses are equal, the masses are proportional to the areas, and these by similar figures are proportional to the squares of the distances OQ, OQ'. Thus the attractions of the elements QR, QR' at 0 are equal. Hence the attractions of the laminae A£, A'B' at 0 are the same both in direction and magnitude.
This; being true for all thin laminae, must, by integration, be also true for all thick sections. And in general any two parallel slices of the same cone, whether thick or thin, attract the vertex in the same direction with forces proportional to their thicknesses.
26. As the attraction of the element QR at any point 0 is wanted in several theorems further on, it is convenient to determine an expression for its magnitude.
Let dcr be the area of the element QR, m its mass per unit of area, r its distance from
expression, we USQ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^e(.j
trigonometry an angle is
measured by the arc subtended in a circle of unit radius, so the solid angle contained by any cone is measured by the surface cut off by the cone from a sphere of unit radius with its centre at the vertex.
Let the elementary cone whose base is QR intercept on the unit sphere an elementary area qr, and let this area be da>, then da measures the solid angle subtended at 0.   Let ty be the angle the normal to the elementary area QR makes with the radius vector rOQ, then dcr cos i/r is the area of a section of the cone made by a| J plane drawn through Q perpendicular to OQ.    Hcucc by sirnilarji figures                    dcr cos ^/r2 = area qr = dco.
The attraction of the element is therefore msec^. do).    If p be the^                                              plane  of the element, then
n=p, and the attraction of the element at 0 may also be

